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Abstract
We calculate one-loop scattering amplitudes for gravitons and two-forms in dimensions greater
than four. The string based Kawai-Lewellen-Tye relationships allow gravitons and two-forms to
be treated in a unied manner. We use the results to determine the ultra-violet innities present
in these amplitudes and show how these determine the renormalised one-loop action in six and
eight dimensions.
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1 Introduction
Quantum gravity [1] has proven a dicult theory to t into the context of quantum eld theory.
Due to the dimensionful nature of its coupling constant,
[2] = (D − 2) (1:1)
any renormalisation of the theory must involve the introduction of new operators rather than a
redenition of the coupling constant. With increasing loop order increasingly higher dimension
operators may appear and we obtain a theory described by an innite set of operators which lacks
predictive power. The only escape from such a scenario is if this process truncates after a nite
number of loops and we call such a theory nite. The most natural assumption is that additional
symmetries will be needed to forbid the presence of the potential counterterms. The search for a
nite theory has led physicists in many diverse direction with mostly negative results. The sole
spectacular candidate of a nite theory, including gravity, lies in superstring theory [2]. Although
superstring theory is thought to be nite, the other issue, namely the determination of ultra-violet
innities in other theories has proved to be a very dicult problem with few concrete results. Unless
a nite eld theory of gravity can be constructed, gravity must be regarded as a low-energy eective
theory of a more fundamental theory such as string theory. In this case the low-energy eective
action will play the role of the counterterm action and by studying this we may hope to learn of the
symmetries and properties of the fundamental theory.
In general, in D-dimensions, at L loops counterterms such as
rnRm (1:2)
appear where n + 2m = (D − 2)L + 2 and we have suppressed the indices on the Riemann tensor
Rabcd. We use forms of dimensional regularisation to evaluate the ultra-violet structure of a theory.
(And thus only obtaining divergences in even dimensions.) There are two aspects to determining the
counterterms. Firstly one can determine the possible counterterms consistent with the symmetries
and secondly one must determine their coecient by specic calculations.
At one-loop for D = 4, pure Einstein gravity is actually nite [3, 4], although matter coupled to
gravity is not [5, 6]. Although matter coupled to gravity is ultra-violet divergent, the divergences do
not appear in one-loop amplitudes with only external gravitons. Beyond one-loop it has been shown
that pure gravity has a two-loop innity, as rst calculated by Goro and Sagnotti [7] and later Van
De Ven [8]. Matter in general does not improve renormalisability, however, special combinations can
lead to cancellation of innities. The best understood example of this are theories with supersym-
metry which have much better ultra-violet properties. For example, N = 4 super-Yang-Mills is a
nite theory [9] in D = 4 and supergravity theories are two-loop nite [10] in D = 4.
In this paper we calculate divergences appearing in amplitudes in dimensions higher than four
at one-loop and examine the eect of matter upon the innities which appear and examine whether
there exist simplifying combinations of matter. We calculate amplitudes with mixtures of gravitons
and antisymmetric two-forms and we determine the divergences appearing in physical on-shell am-
plitudes for which many specialised calculational techniques exist. String theory via the relations
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rst written down by Kawai, Lewellen and Tye [11] for tree amplitudes and later further developed
for loop amplitudes [12] also allows, in some cases, the relatively easy computation of amplitudes
involving gravity from amplitudes which involve gauge particles. (Alternative approaches involve the
calculation of o-shell functions typically with a smaller number of legs.) We restrict ourselves to
four-point amplitudes thus eectively only being sensitive to counterterms up to @nR4. We present
particular helicity amplitudes which exhibit divergences in all (even) dimensions greater than four,
thus indicating one-loop counterterms are always necessary (in even dimensions). We also use the
divergences to evaluate the form of the counterterms in D = 6 and D = 8. The D = 6 one-loop
result has been previously calculated as a precursor to calculating the two-loop D = 4 innity since
both of these have the same R3 structure. In D = 8 we have evaluated the exact counterterm
structure for comparison to that found in supersymmetric theories. For matter coupled gravity,
the amplitudes with only external gravitons do not completely determine the counterterms which
depend exclusively on the Riemann tensor and so we also evaluate amplitudes which are mixtures
of gravitons and antisymmetric two-forms to enable us to x the counterterms containing the Ricci
tensor.
2 Organisation of the Amplitudes
2.1 Basic Theory
We consider the calculation of amplitudes with gravity minimally coupled to a variety of matter.














Fabc = raBbc +rbBca +rcBab (2:2)
and Bab is the two-form eld which is antisymmetric. The eld strength, Fabc, is invariant under
Bab ! Bab +rab −rba (2:3)
We investigate the computation of scattering amplitudes in this theory focusing upon four-point
on-shell one-loop amplitudes. In a gauge or gravitational theory smaller point amplitudes vanish
on-shell and so the four-point amplitudes are the rst non-trivial amplitudes. However, as we shall
see they contain a great deal of information regarding the quantum theory.
We calculate amplitudes for dimensions D > 4 however, we can simplify the four-point case by
using the four momenta to dene a four dimensional hyper-plane in D dimensions. With respect to
this hyper-plane many of the well developed four dimensional organisational [13, 14] techniques can
be applied to these calculations. One of the most useful techniques is that of spinor helicity which,
unfortunately, does not easily generalise to D > 4. However, with respect to the four dimensional
hyper-plane it can still prove a useful technique which we now describe.
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2.2 D > 4 Spinor Helicity
In four dimensional gauge theory calculations, it is extremely useful to organise amplitudes according
to the helicity of the external gluon or quark (or even scalar).
Furthermore one can use spinor helicity techniques [15, 13] where the polarisation vector of a
gluon is realised as combinations of four dimensional Weyl spinors jki,
+µ (k; q) =
hq−j γµ jk−ip
2 hq ki 
−




where k is the gluon momentum and q is an arbitrary null ‘reference momentum’ which drops out of
the nal gauge-invariant amplitudes. The plus and minus labels on the polarization vectors refer to
the gluon helicities and we use the notation hiji  hk−i jk+j i ; [ij]  hk+i jk−j i. These spinor products
are anti-symmetric and satisfy hi ji [j i] = 2ki  kj  sij. For four-point amplitudes we use the usual
Mandelstam variables s = s12, t = s14 and u = s13.
Although spinor helicity is a four dimensional concept it can be used in higher dimensions. First
consider the polarisation tensors for a D-dimensional vector particle. When considering four-point
amplitudes, momentum conservation implies the rst four dimensions can be dened so that the
momenta of the scattered particles lie exclusively in this four dimensional hyper-plane. Dening
xa = (xµ;xI) (2:5)
where xµ denotes the coordinates of the four dimensional hyper-plane and xI are the remaining
(D − 4). The coordinates are chosen so
kIi = 0 (2:6)
for the four external momenta, ki. Using this frame we can choose the helicity vectors a to be of




Ia = ( 0 ; 0; : : : ; 0; 1; 0; : : : ; 0)
(2:7)
which provide (D − 2) independent polarisation vectors. These satisfy
  I = 0 ; ki  I = 0 ; I  J = −IJ (2:8)
We use the above polarisations vectors inD dimensions to construct the graviton polarisation tensors,
which are required to be symmetric, transverse and traceless.
For the four dimensional case there are only two graviton helicities whose polarisation tensors










































































where I 6= J . The gures in square brackets refer to the number of independent such polarisations.
Together with ++ and −− they provide the necessary (D − 2)(D − 1)=2 − 1 polarisations.
We can also use spinor helicity techniques for the polarisation tensors of the antisymmetric
two-form. In this case the polarisation tensors for the two-form, Bab, must be transverse and


































b − Ja Ib

[(D − 4)(D − 5)=2]
(2:11)
providing (D − 2)(D − 3)=2 independent polarisations.
3 Kawai-Lewellen-Tye Relationships
The Kawai-Lewellen-Tye (KLT) [11] relationships express closed string tree amplitudes as sums of
products of open string tree amplitudes. Heuristically there is a very obvious relationship between








where the Kl and Kr are individually the kinematic factors for a open string theory. This heuristic
argument suggests a relationship, however the suggested relationship is weaker than that contained
in the KLT relations. (The proof is far from trivial.) For four and ve-point amplitudes the KLT-
relationship is
M tree4 (1; 2; 3; 4) = −
is12
4
Atree4 (1; 2; 3; 4)A
tree
4 (1; 2; 4; 3)
M tree5 (1; 2; 3; 4; 5) =
is12s34
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Atree5 (1; 2; 3; 4; 5)A
tree




Atree5 (1; 3; 2; 4; 5)A
tree
5 (3; 1; 4; 2; 5)
(3:3)
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where M4(1; 2; 3; 4) is a closed string amplitude and A4(1; 2; 3; 4) are color-stripped open string par-
tial amplitudes. These exact relationships between open and closed string tree amplitudes becomes,
in the innite string tension limit, a relationship between the eld theory amplitudes for massless
particles.
The Mn’s are the amplitudes in a gravity theory and the An’s are the color-ordered partial
amplitudes in a gauge theory. The full gauge theory amplitude is obtained by multiplying the An
by color-traces [13, 19, 20]
Atreen (1; 2; : : : ; n) = gn−2
X
σ2Sn/Zn
Tr (Tασ(1)   Tασ(n))Atreen ((1); : : : ; (n)) (3:4)
where Sn=Zn is the set of all permutations, but with cyclic rotations removed, and g is the gauge
theory coupling constant. The Tαi are fundamental representation matrices for the Yang-Mills gauge
group SU(Nc), normalized so that Tr(TαT β) = αβ . For states coupling with the strength of gravity,
the full amplitude including the gravitational coupling constant is,
Mtreen (1; : : : ; n) = n−2M treen (1; : : : ; n) (3:5)
Consider the case where the massless open string states are vector bosons described by polarisa-
tion vectors i. Then the open string amplitudes will be
Atree4 (1; 2; 3; 4) (3:6)
Using the KLT relationship with two such tree amplitudes, Atree4 (1; 2; 3; 4) and A
tree
4 (1; 2; 3; 4),
we form the combination
M tree,P4 (1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4) = −
is12
4
Atree4 (1; 2; 3; 4)A
tree
4 (1; 2; 4; 3) (3:7)
which we will refer to as a primitive amplitude. This primitive amplitude corresponds to the scat-




i , which in general will not be
























i − biai ) +
ab
D
i  i (3:8)
Consequently the scattering amplitudes of irreducible states such as the graviton will be a linear
combination of these primitive amplitudes.
We can also use the KLT for states without polarisation tensors, i.e. scalars. Specically we can


























where (for simplicity) i  i = 0, from the primitive amplitudes involving two scalars and two non-
trivial polarisations




M tree,P4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4) +M
tree,P
4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4)
+M tree,P4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4) +M
tree,P
4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4)
 (3:9)
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where the primitive amplitudes may be calculated using the KLT relations. (Formalisms where one
need not symmetrise between left and right helicities also exist for gravity [21].) Of the four terms
in this expression there is a doubling up to give two separate terms because of a total symmetry
between left and right,
M tree,P4 (1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4) = M
tree,P
4 (1; 1; 2; 2; 3; 3; 4; 4) (3:10)
Primitive amplitudes can also generate amplitudes with external two-forms by antisymmetrising.
For example for the graviton scattering we have
M tree4 (1s; 2g; 3g; 4s) = M
tree,P
4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4) +M
tree,P
4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4) (3:11)
while for the antisymmetric tensor
M tree4 (1s; 2B ; 3B ; 4s) = M
tree,P
4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4)−M tree,P4 (s1; 2; 2; 3; 3; s4) (3:12)
As we can see, encompassed in the primitive amplitudes are the contributions corresponding to a
variety of Feynman diagrams. Symmetrising or antisymmetrising projects to two rather dierent
subsets of these. Diagrammatically
M tree,P4 (s; 2; 2; 3; 3; s) +M
tree,P











There are a variety of techniques for calculating on-shell loop amplitudes, often more ecient than
a Feynman diagram approach. In our calculations, we use two quite dierent alternates to Feynman
diagrams.
4.1 Cutkosky Cutting Technique
The optical theorem leads to the Cutkosky cutting rules [22] in eld theory and it is possible to use
these rules to determine amplitudes provided one evaluates the cuts to \all orders in " [23, 20, 16, 24].
(This is within the context of dimensional regularisation where amplitudes are evaluated in D =
2N − 2.) These all- results allow a complete reconstruction of the amplitude for a range of
dimensions.
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The cuts of a loop amplitude can be expressed in terms of amplitudes containing fewer loops.
For example, the two-particle cut of a one-loop four-point amplitude in the s-channel, as shown in
gure 4.1, can be expressed as a product of tree amplitudes








M tree4 (−Ls1; 1; 2; Ls3)M tree4 (−Ls3; 3; 4; Ls1) (4:1)
where the dLIPS denotes integrating over the exchange momenta Li subject to on-shell constraints
and where L3 = L1 − k1 − k2 and the sum runs over all states crossing the cut. The right-hand-side









M tree4 (−Ls1; 1; 2; Ls3)
i
L23




We label D-dimensional momenta with capital letters and four-dimensional components with lower
case letters. We apply the on-shell conditions, L21 = L
2
3 = 0, to the amplitudes appearing in the
cut even though the loop momentum is unrestricted; only functions with a cut in the given channel
under consideration are determined in this way. By evaluating expressions with the correct cut in






Figure 4.1: The s-channel cut
When evaluating graviton amplitudes in this way, the the KLT expressions may be used to replace
the graviton tree amplitudes appearing in the cuts with products of gauge theory amplitudes. As an
example, consider the specic case of a four graviton amplitude where all four external (outgoing)
states have the polarisation tensor ++ab . Consider the one-loop amplitude where a complex scalar
circulates in the loop. This amplitude has non-zero cuts in all three channels however, if we evaluate
the s-channel the others may be obtained by symmetry.
The tree amplitudes we need are for two gravitons and two scalars, and these may be determined
using the KLT relationships from gauge theory partial tree amplitudes with two external complex
scalar legs and two gluons. This partial amplitude is
Atree4 (−Ls1; 1+; 2+; Ls3) = −i
2 [1 2]
h1 2i [(‘1 − k1)2 − 2]
(4:3)
where we split the momenta into their four dimensional components and (D − 4)-dimensional com-
ponents, L1 = ‘1 + 1. Since the external momenta are purely four dimensional, 1 = 3  .
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The overall factor of 2 appearing in these tree amplitudes indicates that they vanish in the four-
dimensional limit, in accord with a supersymmetry Ward identity [25]. Calculating the gravity
amplitude,
M tree4 (−Ls1; 1++g ; 2++g ; Ls3) = −
is
4















(‘1 − k1)2 − 2 +
1
(‘1 − k2)2 − 2

(4:4)




M tree4 (−L1; 1++g ; 2++g ; L3)
i
L23









(2)2 [1 2] [3 4]
h1 2i h3 4i
2 1
(‘1 − k1)2 − 2 +
1
(‘1 − k2)2 − 2

1
(‘1 − k3)2 − 2 +
1






[1 2] [3 4]







(‘1 − k1)2 − 2 +
1
(‘1 − k2)2 − 2

1
(‘1 − k3)2 − 2 +
1
(‘1 − k4)2 − 2

(4:5)
In this expression there is an overall factor which does not depend upon the loop momentum, this
multiplies an expression which is the product of four propagators with a factor of (2)4 in the
numerator. The four terms corresponds to the four dierent orderings of the legs 1234 which have






M tree4 (−L1; 1++g ; 2++g ; L3)
i
L23
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L2(L− k1)2(L− k1 − k2)2(L− k1 − k2 − k3)2 (4:7)
and where the terms have doubled up since ID1234[(
2)4] = ID2143[(
2)4]. This expression, by construc-
tion has the correct s-cut. The t and u channel cuts, in this case, can be obtained by relabeling and
a combined expression can be formed by noting
[1 2] [3 4]
h1 2i h3 4i =
[1 3] [2 4]
h1 3i h2 4i =
[1 4] [2 3]
h1 4i h2 3i =
−st
h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i (4:8)























2)4] can be converted to a \shifted box integral" [40]
ID1234[(
2)4] =
(D − 4)(D − 2)(D)(D + 2)
16
ID+81234 (4:10)
This form of the amplitude is valid for all dimensions D  4. In even dimensions, for example






















































(60s6 + 10s5t+ 4s4t2 + 3s3t3 + 4s2t4 + 10st5 + 60t6)
108972864000
(4:11)
which produce innities in the amplitude M1−loop(1++g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g )














h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
2 (s2 + t2 + u2)2
15120
!





h1 2i h2 3i h3 4i h4 1i
2 stu(t2 + u2 + s2)
31680
!














This amplitude is nite in D = 4 but in all even dimension D > 4 it has non-vanishing ultra-violet
innities indication that the subtraction of ultra-violet innities will require the introduction of
counterterms in all even dimension larger than four thus precluding any possibility of a \magic"
dimension where all innities cancel.
Cutting techniques can also be used to provide exact expressions for the amplitudes involving
two-forms. In Appendix B we demonstrate the computations leading to the expressions,




ID+81234 (s; t) + I
D+8









































where ID3 (s) and I
D
2 (s) denote triangle and bubble integrals.
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4.2 String Based Rules
The Bern-Kosower rules for evaluating QCD amplitudes [26] arose from the low-energy limit of string
theory amplitudes. In conventional eld theory they have been shown to be related to mixed gauge
choices [27] and also to the \World-line formalism" [28]. The derivation of these rules and details of
their validity and application will not be repeated here since several reviews are available [29, 20] .
Since String theory exists most naturally in D = 10 or D = 26, the rules may be trivially adapted
to D  10, although the World-line formalism would suggest they are valid for all dimensions D.
The initial step in the rules is to draw all labeled 3 diagrams, excluding tadpoles. The contri-
bution from each labeled n-point 3-like diagram with n` legs attached to the loop is
















 Kred(xi1 ; : : : ; xin` )Pn`
l<m Pil  Pimximil(1− ximil)
n`−D/2
(4:14)
where the ordering of the loop parameter integrals corresponds to the ordering of the n` lines attached
to the loop, xij  xi − xj . The xim are related to ordinary Feynman parameters by xim =
Pm
j=1 aj .
This expression corresponds to the expression one obtains in a Feynman diagram calculation after
evaluating the vertex algebra and carrying out the loop momentum integral. The string based rules
are algebraic rules for determining Kred - the \reduced kinematic expression", diagram by diagram

























where the ‘multi-linear’ indicates that only the terms linear in all i and i are included. The graviton
polarization tensor is reconstructed from the ai 
b
i as before. Although the above expression contains
much information in string theory, when one takes the innite string tension limit [26, 20] it should
merely be regarded as a function which contains all the information necessary to generate Kred for all
graphs. The utility of the string based method partially lies in this compact representation (which
is valid for arbitrary numbers of legs). The existence of an overall function which reduces to the
Feynman parameter polynomial for each diagram is one of the most useful features of the string
based rules.
As an example of the string based technique we can look at the four-point amplitude
M1−loop(1−−g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g ) with a complex scalar circulating in the loop. This choice of helic-
ity simplies the kinematic expression considerably and we can deduce that the amplitude is given
by (This was rst calculated using the string-based technique of Bern and Kosower [26, 27] applied
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to quantum gravity calculations [30, 31])





[1 2] h2 3i h3 4i [4 1]
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These yield a nite result in D = 4, however in higher dimensions they give rise to ultra-violet
innities

















[1 2] h2 3i h3 4i [4 1]
!2
 (0)





[1 2] h2 3i h3 4i [4 1]
!2
 (0)













Again we see the presence of ultra-violet innities in higher dimensional one-loop amplitudes however,
in this case they vanish for D = 8 and D = 10 indicating that the counterterms must have a form
which does not contribute to this amplitude. In fact, as we see later, all of the possible counterterms
which are consistent with the symmetries of gravity in D = 8 have vanishing contributions for this
particular helicity conguration.
Including the two examples we have just calculated, there are sixty-nine independent, non-
vanishing helicity congurations for four external gravitons in D > 4 dimensions. (Amplitudes not
listed are either zero to all orders or obtainable from the list by relabeling or complex conjugation.)
The tree amplitudes of these are listed in Appendix A. The string based rules may be used to
calculate the loop amplitude for any of these. The ultra-violet innities in D = 6; 8; 10 for the rst
thirty-one of these amplitudes is given in Appendix C. This subset of the amplitudes provides more
than sucient information to determine the counterterms necessary to cancel the innities in four
graviton amplitudes. In the following sections we shall detail this process for D = 6; 8.
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The string based rules can be applied to determine the contributions to amplitudes for particle
types other than that of scalars circulating in the loop. This corresponds to applying dierent
algebraic rules in determining Kred. This will allow us to determine innities in the amplitudes and
hence the counterterms induced by other particle types.
5 Counterterms
In this section we enumerate the possible independent counterterms in six and eight dimensions and
show how the results of the one-loop amplitude calculations determine the various coecients.
5.1 Symmetries
In general, graviton scattering amplitudes, in D dimensions at L loops, are rendered ultra-violet
nite by the introduction of counterterms of the form
rnRm (5:1)
where n + 2m = (D − 2)L + 2 and we have suppressed the indices on R. R may stand either for
the Riemann tensor, Rabcd, the Ricci tensor Rab  gcdRacbd or the curvature scalar R  gabRab.
Although, there are a large number of tensor structures which may appear, fortunately, the sym-
metries of the Riemann tensor reduce these considerably. Firstly, there are the basic symmetries of
Rabcd
Rabcd = −Rbacd = −Rabdc = Rcdab (5:2)
and the cyclic symmetry,
Rabcd +Racdb +Radbc = 0 (5:3)
Secondly, we have the Bianchi identity for reRabcd,
reRabcd +rcRabde +rdRabec = 0 (5:4)
There are also \derivative symmetries" which involve two covariant derivatives,
rerfRabcd −rfreRabcd = Rgaef Rgbcd +Rgbef Ragcd +Rgcef Rabgd +Rgdef Rabcg
r2Rabcd = 2RfaceRedbf − 2RfbceRedaf −Redab Rce +RecabRde
+rcraRbd −rcrbRad −rdraRbc +rdrbRac
(5:5)
These symmetries will be used to determine the minimal set of inequivalent counterterms.
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5.2 Graviton and Two-Form Scattering in D = 6
By power counting the possible counterterms in D = 6 are of the form R3 or r2R2. The independent











T11 = RabcdRcdefRef ab
T12 = RabcdRaecfRbedf
(5:6)
(For D = 4 only ten of this set are independent.) For the case of pure gravity, the counterterm
structure can be represented as a single counterterm with a numerical coecient. This numerical
coecient has been calculated previously [34]. We review the argument leading to the conclusion
that a single counterterm is sucient. When matter is coupled to gravity this conclusion no longer
follows.
For pure gravity the equation of motion is
Rab = 0 (5:7)
Hence terms involving the Ricci tensor or curvature scalar
RabX
ab ; RX = Rab (gabX) (5:8)
will not contribute to the S-matrix and such terms can be discarded when calculating the countert-
erms. If calculating an o-shell object, such counterterms can, and do, appear. Ignoring such terms
leaves us with three tensors - T3, T11 and T12. The term T3
reRabcdreRabcd = −Rabcdr2Rabcd (5:9)
can be rearranged using the identity in eq. (5.5) into terms involving the Ricci tensor plus cubic
terms in the Riemann tensor. Thus for pure gravity this term is equivalent to a combination of T11
and T12 and can thus be eliminated from the list of inequivalent counterterms.
In six dimensions the scalar topological density can be written








which implies the combination
12X
i=5
aiTi  0 (5:11)
is topological for some coecients ai. Hence for pure gravity amplitudes we can replace T12 for T11
(or vice versa). Thus we are led to the fact that the counterterm can be taken as a single tensor
with a coecient. This argument also applies to the two-loop case of pure gravity in D = 4 [7]. In








For our case we are considering gravity amplitudes with scalar loops. For gravity coupled to






c − (D − 2)Tab

= 0 (5:13)
so counterterms involving the Ricci tensor can no longer trivially be dropped. However we shall







c − (D − 2)Tab

Xab (5:14)
without changing the S-matrix. The right-hand-side involves at least two matter elds and thus
does not contribute to pure graviton amplitudes, but may contribute to amplitudes involving two
gravitons and two matter elds. Thus we may still neglect counterterms involving the Ricci tensor
provided we are restricting attention to external gravitons. (This is similar to the situation in D = 4.)
Thus we are led to the same conclusion as for pure gravity in that the innities can be renormalised
by a single counterterm.
Knowing the counterterm is unique we can x c from a single amplitude - providing the amplitude
is non-zero for that term. Either of the amplitudes we presented earlier, M1−loop(1−−g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g )
and M1−loop(1++g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g ), would be sucient to determine the coecient. Thus from either
of these amplitudes we can conrm the non-vanishing of the counterterm and extract the coecient
(The value we obtain matches that of all the amplitudes we calculate in Appendix C.)





This counterterm will make amplitudes with a complex scalar loop and external gravitons nite. As
we shall see later the pure gravity case will simply be 9=2 times this. Multiplying this by a factor of
9=2 does indeed give the previously calculated result.
When considering amplitudes other than pure graviton scattering the single counterterm above
will not be sucient to cancel the innities. To fully determine all the coecients it would be
necessary to compute six-point amplitudes involving, for example, six Bab or scalar elds since
terms such as T5 can be replaced by tensors involving six matter elds. Alternatively one could
say these terms are unnecessary to cancel the innities in four-point amplitudes. However, some of
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the counterterms involving the Ricci tensor will need to be introduced to cancel innities in four-
point amplitudes where some of the external states are matter states. For example, if we consider
amplitudes with two external two-forms and two external gravitons (still with a scalar loop) . This
is computationally fairly straightforward since within string theory, the graviton and antisymmetric
two-form are very closely tied together. Using string based rules this means that the amplitudes
involving two-forms are very closely related to the amplitudes involving gravitons - the amplitude is
formed from the same primitive amplitudes but with dierent signs. From a more traditional eld
theory view it would also be relatively easy. The antisymmetric tensor does not couple to the scalar





As we can see from this diagram, this is equivalent to probing the o-shell graviton three-point
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the two-form is eliminated. Hence a counterterm involving the curvature scalar R can be replaced by
a counterterm quadratic in the scalar eld and such counterterms will not contribute to amplitudes
with external two-forms. The counterterms which will give non-vanishing contributions to amplitudes
with two gravitons and two 2-forms are T3, T8, T11 and T12. This set of four tensors are not
independent and we can use the previous argument for eliminating T3 and T12 from the minimal set
of tensors leaving the two counterterms T8 and T11. The coecient of T11 is xed by the amplitudes
with four external gravitons. The counterterm
T8 = RabcdRabceRde (5:17)










fgh − Fdfg F fge

(5:18)
The innities in a suciently large set of two graviton and two 2-form amplitudes are given in the
Appendix D. Both T8 and T11 contribute to these amplitudes and the following combination of these












































We can further probe the counterterm action by calculating amplitudes with four external two-
forms. Only the tensors
T1 = raRraR T2 = raRbcraRbc (5:21)
will contribute to the scattering of four matter states. Due to the fact that in D = 6 the equation
of motion for R does not depend upon the two-form, only T2 contributes to that of four two-form














































In Appendix D the innities for a set of four 2-forms amplitudes are presented. (The tensors T8 and







































Thus we can conclude that the counterterms necessary to make amplitudes with external gravitons




















This is the counterterm generated by a complex scalar loop. In the following section we examine
the eects of having more complicated particle types circulating in the loop.
5.3 Counterterms Generated by More General Matter in D = 6
We have considered the counterterms generated by a single complex scalar. The results for more
general matter combinations are very closely related to the complex scalar case. If we have minimally
coupled matter the resultant counterterm is
L = (NB −NF )
2
 LScalar (5:26)
where NB is the number of bosonic degrees of freedom and NF is the number of fermionic degrees
of freedom.
Our argument leading to this simple result is actually rather complicated and uses the string
based rules for graviton scattering. These algebraic rules are for generating Feynman parameter
16
integrals as discussed in section 4.2. The rules can generate the contributions for dierent matter
combinations.
These rules are based upon string theory amplitudes in D = 10. In D = 10 language there are
three underlying types of contributions which we label [S], [V ] and [F ]. In terms of particle content
these correspond to the contributions from the 1, 8v and 8s/c representations of SO(8) . For a closed
string, which has left and right moving quanta, we have the option of dierent SO(8) representations
for left and right. So the rules for gravity generate contributions corresponding to the product of
these representations. In terms of particle content in D = 10, this corresponds to
[S;S] = 1⊗ 1  
[V ;S] = 1⊗ 8v  Aa
[V ;V ] = 8v ⊗ 8v = 1 + 28 + 35  +Aab + gab
[S;F ] = 1⊗ 8s = 8s  
[V ;F ] = 8v ⊗ 8s = 8c + 56s   a + 
[F ;F ] = 8s ⊗ 8s = 1 + 28 + 35  +Aab +ASDabcd
[F ; F ] = 8s ⊗ 8c = 8v + 56v  Aa +Aabc
(5:27)
where ASDabcd is a self-dual four-form eld and  is a real scalar eld.
In D = 10 \knowing" the contributions from the above combinations of matter does not ac-
tually allow us to determine the contribution due to a single particle type - the ve contributions
[S;S],[V ;S], [V ;V ], [F ;F ] and [F ; F ] cannot be disentangled to determine the contributions from
the six individual particles - , gab, Aa, Aab, Aabc and ASDabcd. However, in D < 10 the ve basic
combinations may be sucient to determine the contributions from all the particle types. For exam-
ple, in D = 4 the antisymmetric tensors will all reduce to combinations of three basic particles - ,
Aa and gab and in this case there is enough information to (over)determine the three basic particle
types.
In D = 6 it transpires there is just enough information to determine the contributions from the
ve basic bosonic particle types. The string contributions, for the bosonic terms, will be
[S;S] = 1⊗ 1  




[V ;V ] = 8v ⊗ 8v 
17X
i=1

























In this expression the combinations [F ;F ] and [F ; F ] correspond to identical sets of elds in D = 6.
This is because the two type II supergravities are dual when compactied to D < 10 [35]. This
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then leaves us with four independent pieces of information. This system is solvable because the
three-form Aabc is dual to a vector Aa in D = 6 which means we have only four independent eld
types - , Aa , Aab and gab. The fermionic terms easily allow us to determine the contribution from
the spinor  and gravitino  a.
This tells us that if we can determine the string based contributions we can solve to obtain the
individual particle types. The explicit results of calculations can be summarised for the ultra-violet
innities,
[V ;S] = + 8 [S;S]
[V ;S] = + 64 [S;S]
[F ;F ] = [F ; F ] = + 64 [S;S]
[S;F ] =− 8 [S;S]
[V ;F ] =− 64 [S;S]
(5:29)
The solution to this system of equations is that the innities in the one-loop amplitude from a set











This relationship then obviously extends to the counterterm Lagrangian.
In four dimensions a similar string based argument holds, however, a more elegant supersymmetry
argument can be used to achieve equivalent results. In four dimensions the helicity amplitude with
all-plus helicities can be shown to vanish in any supersymmetric theory
M1−loop,susy multiplet(1++; 2++; 3++; 4++) = 0 (5:31)
This applies to all supersymmetries N  1. Since N = 1 multiplets are actually rather simple this
relationship easily allows one to deduce for all particle types
M1−loopP (1




++; 2++; 3++; 4++) (5:32)
This relationship is true of entire amplitudes and not merely the innities.
5.4 Graviton Scattering in D = 8
For D = 8 the possible counterterms are of the form r4R2, r2R3 and R4. As we shall see, for
external graviton amplitudes the set of inequivalent counterterms can be constructed entirely using
the R4 counterterms.
First, recall that in purely graviton amplitudes terms involving the Ricci tenser and curvature
scalar do not contribute leaving us with terms involving the Riemann tensor only. Consider the terms
quadratic in the Riemann tensor. There are various possibilities for the indices of these tensors but
we can organise these into three types depending on how many contractions the Riemann tensors






We have chosen the representatives such that there are no contractions between the derivatives and
the tensor they act upon. For such terms we can use the Bianchi identity
raRabcd = −rcRabda −rdRabac = rcRbd −rdRbc (5:34)
to equate this to Ricci tensors which we discard. The order of derivatives can also be changed - but
at the expense of r2R3 terms eq. (5.5). Thus the generic terms are equivalent to the representative
terms given. We now show that these can be eliminated from the list of counterterms in favour of
r2R3 and R4 terms. Using the antisymmetry of the ef indices the rst term can be rewritten
rerfRabcdrcrdRabef = 12(rerfRabcd −rfreRabcd)r
crdRabef  r2R3 terms (5:35)
For terms of second and third type we can commute r (at the cost of creating r2R3 terms) and
integrate by parts to bring the contracted derivatives together. Acting on a Riemann tensor, equa-
tion (5.5) shows that such terms are equivalent to r2R3.
Turning to the r2R3 terms, there are four tensors involving the Riemann tensor. The normal






In manipulating these terms, commuting derivatives will produce terms involving the Ricci or R4 so
this can be done at will. Taking the S1 rst, integrating by parts yields
S1 = RabcdreRf agcreRfbgd = −reRabcdRf agcreRfbgd −RabcdRf agcr2Rfbgd (5:37)
so that




which is equivalent to R4 terms. The second term
S2 = RabcdrcRefgardRefgb  −RabcdRefgarcrdRefgb = −12RabcdRefg
a(rcrd −rdrc)Refgb
(5:39)




By relabeling this is equal to






















rgRacbdRef abrgRefcd − 12RacbdRef
abr2Refcd (5:43)
Taking the rst term and integrating by parts with respect to the second g
−1
2






The leading term is merely a relabeling of the original so that
−1
2







r2RacbdRef abRefcd − 12RacbdRef
abr2Refcd (5:46)
Since the r2Rabcd leads to a combination of R2 tensors and derivatives acting upon Ricci tensors
then the term S3, for external graviton states, is equivalent to R4 tensors.
For the last tensor,















hence we can drop S4 also. Thus we are led to the conclusion that, for pure graviton amplitudes,
innities can be removed by the introduction of purely R4 counterterms.









T1 = (Rabcd Rabcd)2
T2 = RabcdRabceRfghdRfghe
T3 = RabcdRcdef Ref ghRghab
T4 = RabcdRabef RceghRdfgh
T5 = RabcdRabef RcgehRdgfh
T6 = RabcdRaecf Regf hRbgdh





+ T2 − T38 − T4 + 2T5 − T6 + 2T7 (5:50)
vanishes on-shell due to it being proportional to the Euler form
E  a1a2a3a4a5a6a7a8b1b2b3b4b5b6b7b8Ra1a2b1b2Ra3a4b3b4Ra5a6 b5b6Ra7a8b7b8 (5:51)
The R4 tensors are an interesting set. In D = 4 they degenerate into two independent tensors.
One of these, the famous \Bel-Robinson" tensor [36] was shown to be consistent with supersymmetry
and thus became a candidate counterterm for supergravity theories [37]. In higher dimensions the
Bel-Robinson tensor extends to a two-parameter set [38]. For maximal supergravity theories the
uniqueness of the R4 tensor extends to higher dimensions and is often written
t8 t8R
4 (5:52)
where t8 may be found in ref [2] eq. (9.A.18). In D = 8, in N = 2 supergravity theory the four-point
amplitudes are exactly proportional to this tensor [39, 40] and this tensor appears in the low-energy
eective action of string theory [41]. For N = 1 supergravity there is an further combination
consistent with supersymmetry which appears if we calculate the N = 1 supergravity counterterms
[42]. It is interesting to calculate the counterterms for simple gravity as a probe for the symmetries
of the gravitational theory.









g ) = 8 (8a1 + 2a2 + 4a3 + a6)



















Clearly in this case it is not sucient to look at amplitudes where the external polarisations are
four dimensional. However, just from the M1−loop(1++g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g ) we can clearly see that
the counterterm does not vanish - although we can only impose a single relationship between the
coecients of the six counterterms.
In Appendix C we calculate the innities present in a suciently large class to determine the















The coecient a4 has been set to zero by choice but a5 = 0 is non-trivial.
We have also calculated the R4 counterterms generated by other types of matter circulating
within the loop. Unlike the D = 6 case, the counterterms from dierent matter combinations are
not simply related. We present the coecients of the R4 counterterms necessary to eliminate all
divergence in four external graviton amplitudes in table 5.1. We have included the counterterms
where supersymmetric multiplets circulate for comparison. (These have been presented previously in
ref [42].) In D = 8 the spinor has eight degrees of freedom and both N = 1 and N = 2 supergravity
exist where the N = 2 is the reduction of D = 10;N = 2 supergravity [43, 44]. For N = 1 there is
the graviton multiple and the matter multiplet. We have chosen to present the combination of the
two multiplets corresponding to the reduction of D = 10;N = 1 supergravity (denoted N = 1).
This prior to reduction has particle content, in representations of SO(8), 8c ⊗ (8v  8s). We have
chosen to give the combined contribution of a graviton and antisymmetric tensor in the loop because
this combination arise most naturally in superstring inspired theories. (And in fact it is dicult to
separate the two contributions in string theory.) In general one can rearrange the counterterms by
addition of the Gauss term and we have used this freedom to set a4 = 0. For the N = 2 case the
counterterm can be simplied to
− 1
64
(T4 − 4T7) (5:55)





14515200 0 0 − 11814400 1453600
 − 8914515200 41725760 − 23907200 0 120160 − 13453600 2231814400
Aa − 94977414400 29322560 − 38938707200 0 − 1161280 131612800 31345600
Bab + gab 379911612160 − 841145152 29395806080 0 − 52140320 5251725760 5779362880
 a
103
414720 − 2867725760 + 457725760 0 − 314032 13945360 + 2143362880
N = 2 11024 − 164 1512 0 − 132 164 132
N = 1 − 13737280 746080 − 13368640 0 123040 − 146080 14608
Table 5.1: Counterterms in D = 8 for Various Matter Contents within the Loop
The form of the counterterms,
rnRm where n+ 2m = (D − 2)L+ 2 (5:56)
is symmetric under (D − 2) $ L. Which means for example the form of the counterterms at
D = 8; L = 1 is the same as that for D = 4; L = 3 (up to dimensional dependent degeneracies).
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It could be hoped that studying counterterms in D = 8; L = 1 will provide information about the
D = 4; L = 3 case. In fact for the D = 6; L = 1 case there does appear to be a correlation of
information - the D = 6; L = 1 counterterms vanish for a supersymmetric theory as is the case
for D = 4; L = 2. For the D = 4; L = 3 case the situation is far from clear. The unitarity based
results of ref. [12] indicate that for maximal supergravity the three-loop amplitude in D = 4 is nite.
This conclusion has been supported by some eld theoretical evidence [45]. We can examine the
D = 8; L = 1 counterterms to see if any understanding of the D = 4; L = 3 result can be obtained.
The D = 8 counterterms are written in terms of the six independent Ti with non-zero coecients.
The combination compatible with maximal supersymmetry appears to be unique [12, 38]. If we
were to write this complete tensor in D = 4 it is conceivable that it could vanish in which case the
vanishing of the innity of the counterterm would be a residual eect of reduction - analogous to the
arguments of ref [45]. However theD = 8 combination reduces to a non-vanishing tensor - as evidence
by the fact that the amplitude M counter(1−−g ; 2−−g ; 3++g ; 4++g ) receives non-zero contributions from
this tensor so that the vanishing in the D = 4; L = 3 innity remains a puzzle from this viewpoint.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we have used an extension of four dimensional helicity to organise the scattering
amplitudes for theories involving gravity. This allows scattering amplitudes to be split into minimal
physical pieces which are generally simplier than the full amplitude. For many purposes, such as
determining the coecients of counterterms, we need only the results for a few helicity amplitudes.
The individual helicity amplitudes are physical and can be useful for testing hypothesis and so we
have included in our appendices rather more calculations than we needed so that they may serve as
a database for others.
We have used the innities in the physical four-point amplitudes to determine the counterterm
structure in D = 6; 8. In the D = 6 case the counterterm was proportional to NB −NF and hence
vanishes in a theory with equal numbers of bosonic and fermionic degrees of freedom such as a
supersymmetric theory. In contrast, the situation in D = 8 is quite dierent. The counterterms
induced by dierent particles are dierent and although the N = 2 supersymmetric combinations
are relatively simple they do not vanish.
Our investigations give no indications that a nite eld theory of gravity is possible. However
our calculations should provide indicators of the form of the low-energy eective action of the
fundamental theory of which gravity is merely the low-energy limit.
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Appendix A: Graviton Tree Amplitudes
In this appendix we present all the partial tree amplitudes for four graviton scattering for dimension
D  4 in table A.1. The partial amplitudes are given by
Mtreei = i 2Ki  Fi
where the Ki are products of spinor helicity factors. When evaluating the tree amplitude only
the modulus of Ki is relevant, however, the complex phases are needed when trees are interfered
with loops. The full form of the Ki is given in table A.2 and these will also be used for the loop
calculations. For dimensions less than eight not all the tree amplitudes exist, for example in D = 4
only M1, M2 and M3 exist. The minimal dimension that an amplitude exists in we call DM and
this is also given in table A.1.
In general amplitudes are polynomials in  k and   0. In choosing the spinor helicity factors we
generally evaluate these from the highest order terms in  k. For four-point amplitudes, if we choose
the spinor helicity reference momentum, qi, of an external states to be the external momentum of
another external state, this highest term has a unique form. For example, forM2(1−−g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g )
we could choose the spinor helicity for the −−ab to be k4, that is 
−−
ab (k1; k4). This means that
−(k1; k4)  k4 = 0
−(k1; k4)  k3 = −−(k1; k4)  k2
and the leading term can be reduced to having a factor of −1 k2. This means the leading polynomial
in M2(1−−g ; 2++g ; 3++g ; 4++g ), if we choose the four reference momenta (q1; q2; q3; q4) = (k4; k1; k1; k1)
will have a factor of 
−1  k2 −2  k3 −3  k2 −4  k2
2
This is the K-factor for M2 which can be reduced to spinor products as given in table A.2. For
amplitudes such as M20(1−−g ; 2++g ; 3IJg ; 4IJg ), where 4  ki = 0 for all external momenta ki, the
highest order term ( after chooses, for example, (q1; q2) = (k2; k1) ) will be

−1  k3 +2  k3
2
which is the K-factor. The K factors are dependent on the choice of reference momenta although
the combination Ki  Fi is not.
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Amplitude DM Fi 16jKij Amplitude DM Fi 16jKij
M1 (++;++;++;++) 4 0 s2u2 M36(++;−I ;+I ; II) 5 0 4su
M2(−−;++;++;++) 4 0 s2u2 M37 (++;+I ;+I ; JJ) 6 0 4su
M3 (−−;−−;++;++) 4 4 1stu s





M4(++;++;+I ;+I) 5 0 2su2 M39 (++;−I ;+I ; JJ) 6 0 s2u2
M5(−−;++;+I ;+I) 5 0 2su2 M40 (+I ;+J ; IJ ; II) 6 0 8s





M7(++;++;+I ;−I) 5 0 2s2u M42(+I ;+J ; IJ ;KK) 7 0 8s
M8(−−;++;−I ;+I) 5 2 1su 2u





M9 (+I ;+I ;+I ;+I) 5 0 4su M44 (++; IJ ; IJ ; II) 6 0 8sut
M10 (−I ;+I ;+I ;+I) 5 0 4tu M45 (++; IJ ; IJ ;KK) 7 0 8sut
M11 (−I ;−I ;+I ;+I) 5 (2t
2+tu+2u2)
2stu 4s





M12(+I ;+I ;+J ;+J ) 6 0 4su M47 (IJ ; JK ;KI ; LL) 8 0 16
M13(−I ;+I ;+J ;+J ) 6 0 4tu M48 (++;++; II ; II) 5 0 4s2
M14 (−I ;−I ;+J ;+J) 6 − 12s 4s2 M49 (−−;++; II ; II) 5 8tu3s3 4s2
M15 (−I ;+I ;−J ;+J) 6 (t−u)2su 4u
2 M50 (++;++; II ; JJ) 6 0 4s2u2
M16 (++;+I ;+J ; IJ) 6 0 4su M51 (−−;++; II ; JJ) 6 4tu
3s3
4s2
M17 (−−;+I ;+J ; IJ) 6 − tp
2su
4su M52 (+I ;+I ; II ; II) 5 0 8s
M18 (++;−I ;+J ; IJ) 6 0 2tu
2
s M53 (
−I ;+I ; II ; II) 5 4(2t
2+3tu+2u2)
3s2 8s
M19 (++;++; IJ ; IJ) 6 0 4s2 M54 (+I ;+I ; II ; JJ) 6 0 8s
M20 (−−;++; IJ ; IJ) 6 stu 4
t2u2
s2 M55 (
−I ;+I ; II ; JJ) 6 3t
2+4tu+3u2
3s2 8s
M21 (+I ;+I ; IJ ; IJ) 6 0 8s M56 (+I ;+I ; JJ ; JJ) 6 0 8s









M23 (+I ;+I ; JK ; JK) 7 0 8s M58 (+I ;+I ; JJ ;KK) 7 0 8s
M24 (+I ;−I ; JK ; JK) 7 −12 8tus M59 (−I ;+I ; JJ ;KK) 7 t
2+u2
3s2 8s
M25 (+I ;+J ; IK ; JK) 7 0 8s M60 (IJ ; IJ ; II ; II) 6 −2t2+tu+2u2)3s 16
M26 (+I ;−J ; IK ; JK) 7 − s4u 8tus M61 (IJ ; IJ ; II ; JJ) 6 (2t+u)(t+2u)3s 16
M27 (++; IJ ; JK ;KI) 7 0 8tus M62 (
++; II ; II ; II) 5 0 8sut
M28 (IJ ; IJ ; IJ ; IJ) 6 (s
2+t2+u2)2
16stu 16 M63 (
++; II ; II ; JJ) 6 0 8sut
M29 (IJ ; IJ ; IK ; IK) 7 − (t2+u2)8s 16 M64 (++; II ; JJ ;KK) 7 0 8sut
M30 (IJ ; IJ ;KL;KL) 8 tu4s 16 M65 (
II ; II ; II ; II) 5 (s
2+t2+u2)2
stu 16
M31 (IJ ; JK ;KL; LI) 8 u8 16 M66 (
II ; II ; II ; JJ) 6 13
(s2+t2+u2)2
stu 16
M32 (++;++;++; II) 5 0 2stu M67 (II ; II ; JJ ; JJ) 6 4(t
4+2t3u+7t2u2+2tu3+u4)
9stu 16
M33 (−−;++;++; II) 5 0 2stu M68 (II ; II ; JJ ;KK) 7 4(t
4+2t3u+5t2u2+2tu3+u4)
9stu 16
M34 (++;+I ;+I ; II) 5 0 4su M69 (II ; JJ ;KK ; LL) 8 19
(s2+t2+u2)2
stu 16




Table A.1: Graviton Tree Amplitudes
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h1 2ih2 3ih3 4ih4 1i
2
4K36 − stu h4 2i
2[1 3]2
h4 1i2


















8K6 −h1 2i4 [3 4]2 2K41 −s h1 4i[4 2]h2 4i[4 1]
8K7 −[1 2]4 [1 3]2 h4 1i2 =t K42 K21




 h4 2i[2 1]
h4 1i
2






















4K16 − [1 2]2 [1 3]2 K51 K241
4K17 −









4K20 ([2 3] h3 1i)4=s2 K55 K41
2K21 −[1 2]2 K56 K21
2K22 −(h2 3i [3 1])2=s K57 K41
K23 K21 K58 K21
K24 K22 K59 K41
K25 K21 K60 1
K26 K22 K61 1
2K27




K28 1 K63 K44
K29 1 K64 K44
K30 1 K65 1
K31 1 K66 1
8K32 ([1 2] [2 3] [1 3])2 K67 1
8K33 (h1 4i2 [2 3] [3 4] [2 4])2=t2 K68 1
4K34 − [1 2]2 [1 3]2 K69 1
4K35 −

[4 2][2 3][2 1]
[4 1]
2
Table A.2: The K factors for the Graviton Amplitudes
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Appendix B: Examples of the Cutkosky Cutting Technique
Here we demonstrate the steps necessary to evaluate the all- form of the one-loop amplitudes which
involve both gravitons and two-forms. This also illustrates the links between the graviton and form
scattering.
To evaluate the two-particle cuts we need the tree amplitudes for two external particles, with
momenta in four dimensions, and for two internal particles with momenta in D dimensions, where
D = 2N − 2. Since we are examining amplitudes with complex scalar loops these two internal
particles should be complex scalars. The KLT relationships can be used to determine these \primitive
amplitudes" from the Yang-Mills amplitudes,
M tree4 (1; 2; 3; 4) = −
is12
4
Atree4 (1; 2; 3; 4)A
tree
4 (1; 2; 4; 3)
The Yang-Mills amplitude we shall need is
Atree4 (1s; 2








where 223  (L1−k2)2 is the propagator from leg two to leg three in a clockwise manner. From these
we can deduce that





M tree,P(s; I; J ;K;L; s) +M tree,P(s;J; I;K;L; s)



































which follows from s12 + 212 + 221 = 0, which is true since the tree amplitude is fully on-shell.
Similarly,




























Amplitudes involving forms are obtained from the same primitive amplitudes but with appropriate
minus signs. For Amplitudes with one g and one B the tree amplitude vanishes
M tree(s; gIJ ;BKL; s) = M tree(s; gIJ ;BIK ; s) = M tree(s; gIJ ;BIJ ; s) = 0
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For amplitudes with two 2-forms we obtain





M tree,P(s; I; J ;K;L; s) −M tree,P(s;J; I;K;L; s)
−M tree,P(s; I; J ;L;K; s) +M tree,P(s;J; I;L;K; s)

= 0





M tree,P(s; I; J ; I;K; s) −M tree,P(s;J; I; I;K; s)














M tree,P(s; I; J ; I; J ; s) −M tree,P(s;J; I; I; J ; s)















We now have the building blocks necessary to evaluate the cuts in examples the one-loop ampli-
tudes.
Example 1: M1−loop(gIJ1 ; gIK2 ;BLJ3 ; BLK4 )
A four-point amplitude will have, in general, three cuts - in the s, t and u invariants. For this
amplitude, to all orders in  the t and u cuts vanish identically, since the tree amplitudes for these









M tree4 (−Ls1; 1; 2; Ls3)
i
L23
M tree4 (−Ls3; 3; 4; Ls1)

s−cut
Manipulating the tree amplitudes within this cut


































and inserting this product into the cut, after adding the two propagators, these three terms can be

































where we have chosen to indicate the momentum invariant upon which the integrals depend. This


















The innities in this amplitude match those of table D.2 (after dividing by two to get the contribution
from a real scalar.) although the full one-loop amplitude contains much more information than merely
the ultra-violet innities.
Example 2: M1−loop(BIJ1 ;BIK2 ;BLJ3 ; BLK4 )



































whose innities match those contained in table D.1.
Example 3: M1−loop(gIJ1 ; gIK2 ; gKL3 ; gJL4 )
This amplitude has cuts in all three channels, the simplest being the u channel where the cut is
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Appendix C: Infinities in One-Loop Four Graviton Amplitudes
We have calculated the innities in the partial amplitudes for four graviton scattering in D = 6; 8; 10
for real scalar loops. In D = 6 a single, non-zero innity will be enough to specify the coeÆcient of
the single counterterm required to make the four graviton amplitudes nite. In D = 8 the rst ten
amplitudes are suÆcient to x the coeÆcients of the six R4 tensors which can appear. The innities in
table C.1 over-specify the system considerable and all the innities match the counterterms precisely.
The innities in the loop amplitudes are






Ki  F 1−loopi
where the F 1−loopi are given in the following table C.1, labeled by their dimension.
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M2(−−;++;++;++) 4 t5040su 0 0 s
2u2










M5(−−;++;+I ;+I) 5 0 0 − t23326400 2su2




M7(++;++;+I ;−I) 5 − t10080s 0 − st1995840 2s2u
M8(−−;++;−I ;+I) 5 0 t50400 − (12s+10t)t19958400 2u3





M10(−I ;+I ;+I ;+I) 5 0 0 s(s
2+st+t2)
39916800 4tu



















































































M23(+I ;+I ; JK ; JK) 7  s (20t2+33tu+20u2)1814400 100t
4+398t3u+593t2u2+398tu3+100u4
79833600 8s





M25(+I ;+J ; IK ; JK) 7  −7t3+16t2u+16tu2+10u33628800 t (5t
3+26t2u+39tu2+26u3)
79833600 8s
















M29(IJ ; IJ ; IK ; IK) 7  19t4+56ut3+80u2t2+56u3t+19u42419200 s(105t
4+440u3t+624u2t2+440u3t+105u4)
159667200 16
M30(IJ ; IJ ;KL;KL) 8  10t4+32ut3+45u2t2+32u3t+10u41814400 s(100(t
4+u4)+381(u3t+ut3)+555u2t2)
159667200 16
M31(IJ ; JK ;KL; LI) 8  (7s4+8s3t+12s2t2+8st3+7t4)7257600 (s+t)(5(s
4+t4)−12(s3t+st3)−2s2t2)
159667200 16
Table C.1: Innities in the Graviton One-Loop Amplitudes due to a Circulating Real Scalar
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Appendix D: Infinities in One-Loop Graviton 2-Form Amplitudes
and Four 2-Form Amplitudes
Here we present sufficient one-loop two graviton two 2-form amplitudes and four 2-form am-
plitudes to determine the counterterms described in the main text.
The tables give both the tree amplitudes, which are of the form
Mtree(1; 2; 3; 4) = i 2K  F tree
and the infinities in the one-loop amplitudes






K  F 1−loop
where jKj, F tree and F 1−loop are presented in tables D.1 and D.2.























































B ) 6 − s6720 s
2






















































B ) 7  s
3
















B ) 7  su
2













































Table D.1: The Tree Amplitudes and One-Loop Innities for the Four 2-Form Amplitudes
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Amplitude F 1−loop;D = 6 F 1−loop;D = 8 F tree 16jKj




M(g−; g−; B+I ; B+I) 0 s25200 0 2s
3
M(g−; g+; B+I ; B+I) 0 0 0 2su2
M(g+; g+; B+I ; B−I) − t10080s − t100800 0 2s2u
M(g−; g+; B−I ; B+I) 0 − t50400 − 2su 2u3




M(g+I ; g+I ; B+J ; B+J) − s213440u s
3
67200u 0 4su
M(g−I ; g+I ; B+J ; B+J) 0 0 0 4tu
M(g+I ; g+J ; B−I ; B+J) 0 0 0 4st
M(g−I ; g+J ; B+I ; B+J) 0 0 0 4st
M(g−I ; g−I ; B+J ; B+J) − s13440 s
2
67200 − 12s 4s2
M(g−I ; g+J ; B−I ; B+J) 0 0 − 12u 4u2














M(g+I ; g+I ; BJK ; BJK)  s(2 t2+3ut+2u2)403200 0 8s
M(g+I ; g+I ; BIJ ; BIJ) − tu20160 s(4u
2+7tu+4t2)
403200 0 8s
M(gJK ; gJK ; B+I ; B+I)  1201600 s3 0 8s




M(g+I ; g−I ; BJK ; BJK)  s3201600 −12 8 tus









M(gJK ; gJK ; B+I ; B−I)  s3134400 −12 8 tus
M(g+; g−I ; B+J ; BIJ) 0 0 0 2 tu
2
s










M(g+I ; g+J ; BIK ; BJK)  s3403200 0 8s
M(g+I ; gIK ; B+J ; BJK)  s3403200 0 8u
M(gIK ; gJK :B+I ; B+J)  s3403200 0 8s
M(gIJ ; gIJ :B+I ; B+I) 0 s
3
100800 0 8s
M(gIJ ; gJK ; BKL; BLI)  − 1806400 s4 −u8 16
M(g−−; g++; BIJ ; BIJ) 0 0 stu 4
t2u2
s2
M(gIJ ; gKL; BJK ; BLI)  0 − s8 16
M(gIJ ; gIJ ; BKL; BKL)  (2 t2+ut+2 u2)s2806400 tu4s 16
M(gIJ ; gKL; BIJ ; BKL)  0 ts4u 16
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